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OF the fifty-three who graduated in 1930 from Queen's University three obtained First Class Honours
and there were eleven Second Class Honours. It was a vintage year and the promise was sustained. The
author was a distinguished graduate of that year, and was well known to generations of graduates. As a
medical historian he contributed delightful and informative articles to this Journal, and was highly
regarded as physician and friend by many ofour members before he retired to Cornwall. In this book he
provides a nostalgic account garnished with anecdotes and a kindly sense of humour of his pre-clinical
and clinical teachers in the University and on the staff of the Royal Victoria Hospital, and affords
illuminating glimpses of fellow students and resident medical staff. There are many revealing facets, but
there is nothing malicious.
Only those who graduated before the Second World War will know all, or nearly all, of those who
come alive in these pages: graduates ofthe war years will again encounter many ofthose who carried the
burden of clinical work in the Royal Victoria Hospital in those days, especially since some continued
beyond their retirement age. University teachers, including professors, such as Jimmy Small, Gregg
Wilson, Tommy Walmsley, the Milroy brothers and Symmers, and the unique circle around Dickie
Hunter and his laboratory, come alive to those who knew them, and even to those to whom they are only
a legend. Part time clinical professors, W. W. D. Thomson, Andrew Fullerton, C. G. Lowry, R. J.
Johnstone and others provoke manyenlivening anecdotes in Part I, Student Days. Consultant staffofthe
Royal Victoria Hospital are lovingly delineated in Part II, Houseman Days. It isgood also to bereminded
of other things, of the unpaid labour of the visiting staff, of the precarious tenure and prospects of the
assisting visiting staff and of a large hospital administered by a retired medical colonel, a secretary and
two clerks. There are many good stories of visiting and resident staff. Those who knew and admired
many of these men will be for ever indebted to the author for these recollections, with their many clearly
depicted and revealing details. Younger graduates should enjoy learning something of those who
contributed so much to the high standard and prestige ofour Medical School. All can spend happy hours
reading and re-reading this all too short but brilliant and loving account in which the past of our school
comes alive better than it might in more lengthy and factual volumes. JEM
PROBLEMS IN GASTROENTEROLOGY. By Michael Lancaster-Smyth and
Kenneth Williams. (Pp 218, Illustrated. £7.95). Lancaster: MTP Press, 1982.
THIS book is one of a series written primarily with the general practitioner in mind. The authors are a
consultant physician and consultant surgeon and their co-operation has produced an excellent book full
of good sense and written in a clear and lucid style.
The book consists of two sections. The first part deals with gastroenterological problems as they
present in a problem orientated manner. It covers such subjects as nausea and vomiting, the acute
abdomen, acute diarrhoea, constipation, etc. The analysis of symptoms shows sound clinical judgement
and a logical sequence of investigation is proposed. Clear advice about the criteria for hospital referral
are included. This section also deals with a number of poorly differentiated problems such as recurrent
abdominal pain and discomfort, flatulence, and the irritable bowel syndrome which often receives scant
attention in the standard medical text book.
In the second section common disorders are dealt with in further detail. The chapters on peptic ulcer,
inflammatory bowel disease and liver disorders are particularly good and provide relevant and elegantly
presented summaries ofthe most recent information in these areas. Although the authors provide reasons
for its exclusion a short section on problems after gastric surgery might have been of value as this must
present with reasonable frequency to the general practitioner.
The presentation of the material is attractive with short chapters and use of key words in a wide
margin. In many of the chapters there is a summary of the main points. These features reinforce the
content and made for easy reading. I would recommend this book not only to general practitioners but
also to medical students and to the doctor in training. JRH
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